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SUMMARY

Combinations of an MACA 23012 tapered wing and a olr-
cular fueelage having a wedge-shaped rear were teOted in
the NACA 7- by 10-foot wind tuxmel to determine the effect
of wing-fuselage interference on the lateral-etability
oharaaterietio8. The model configurations represented a
high-wing, a mldwing, and a low-wing monoplane. 3’or eaoh
configuration, teete were made with a partial-epan split
flap neutral and desleoted 60° and”with and without a ver-
tloal tail. Tests of the fuselage alone and of the fuse-
lage with the vertloal tall were also made.

The results are preeented In the farm bf increments
of the rate of ohange in the ooefficiente of rolling mo-
ment , yawing moment, and lateral foros with yaw caused by
wing-fuselage Interference. The aoefflclents at high
.anglea .of yaw for all model .oonfi~ra’tiona are presented,
The data are oornpardd with “eimllir Bodel oomblnatlona of
a tapered wing and oiroular fueelaga with a pointed rear
.portiom.

The interference effeots on the .oombinations with
the wedge-rear fuselage were similar to those on the oom-
blnations with.the oiroular fuselage; that .ls, the lnter-
feremoe seduoed the effeat~?e dihddral of the low=wing
model and Inorbased the effeo+ivo d~hedral of the h3gh-
wlng model, and the verttoal tail wan more effeotlve on
the low-wing combination than on the high-wing combina-
tion..
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When the flap was neutral, the Influenoe of inter-
ference on effective dihedral was greater for the
oircular-fuselage aombinatloas than for the wedge-rear-
fuselage oomblnations. When the flap was defleoted, the
effeot of the interference on the dihedral was more favor-
able for the. wedge-rear-fuselage combinations than for
the circular-fuselage combinations. The directional eta-
bility of the model without tail with the wedge-rear
fuselage was more favorably affected by wing-:uselage
Interference than the stability of those combinations
with the circular fuselage, but the interference had a
more favorable effeot on the effectiveness of the verti-
cal tail of the clroular-fuselage models than on that of
the wedge-rear-fuselage models.

At high angles of yaw the wedge-rear fuselage alone
was more stable directionally than the circular fuselage
alone:.

INTRODUCTION

Data are available for evaluating the effeot of the
aerodynamic Interference between wing and fuselage and
between wing and verttaal tail on the lateral-stabilitV
oharacteristloe for certain types of model. The effeots
of Interference on the oharacteristios of four types of
wing having a partial-span split flap, both neutral and
defleoted, in combination with a oiroular fuselage are
given in references 1 and 2. A oomparleon of a ciraular
and an elllptioal fuselage Is ehown In reference 2. The
effeot of the vertical position of the wing on the fuee-
lage is given in references 1 and 2, and the effect of
the longitudinal poeition of the wing on the fuselage is
given in reference 3.

It was thought desirable to extend this lnvestig@-
tion by tests of a fusela e of oireular oross seotion hut
tapering to a knife edge 7wedge rear) at the rear, beoause
this shape 1.s representative of a oommonly used fuselage.
Tests (reference 4) have shown that this type of fuselage
is more stable, dlrectlonally, than a ciroular fueelage
at large angles of yaw. .,

The present report gives the results of tests of a
wedge-rear fueelage In combination with a wing at three
vertical positione on the fuselage. Eaoh aomblnation was
tested with and without a vertioal tall and with and with-
out a partial-epan split flap deflected 60°.
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The tests were made in the BAOA 7- by lo-foot wind” “ .
tunnel with the regular six-oomponent balanoe. The tun-
nel and the.balanoe are deaor.ibed In references 6 and 6.

The model (fig. 1) was identioal with the oiroular
fuselage and eymmetrloally. tapered wing model of .refer-
enoe 2 exoept for the new shape of the fuselage rear.
Eor the. midwing oombinaticn the ohord line of the wing
was plaoed on the oenter line of the fuselage. 3’or the
high- and the low-wing oombinationm the outer surfaoe of
the wing was made tangent to the respective surfaoeta of
the fuselage. The wing was set at 0° Inoidenoe with re-
spect to the fuselage oenter line for all casee.

The 3:1 symmetrically tapered wing used in the tests
was previously used in the Investigation reported in ref-
erence 7. It has the I?AOA 23012 eeotion and the maximum
upper-eurfaoe ordinatee are in one plane, giving the chord
plane a dihedral of 1.45°. The wing tips are formed of
quadrants of approximately similar ellipses. The sweep-
baok of the 100us of one-quarter-chord points is 4.75°,
the area ie 4.1 square feet, and the aspect ratio is 6.1.

The fuselage 1s the same as the ciroular fuselage
utaed in the Investlgatlone reported in references 1, 2,
3, and 8 exoept that the thioknese In side elevation is
Inoreased baok of the 28-inoh station in suoh a way that
the fueelage terminates in a vertioal line inetead of In
a point. The ordinates of the fuselage, whloh will here-
inafter be referred to as the wedge-rear fuselage, are
given in table I.

A new vertioal tail was oonetructed for the new fuee-
Iage. It ie of I?AOA 0009 eeotion and has an effeotive
area of 53.7 square tnohee measured to the center line of
the fuselage. (See fig. 1.) The aspeot rat$o of the ver-
tiaal tail 19 2.2, baeed on the.area as defined and on
the tail span to the oenter line of the fuselage. The
tall area and the aspeet ratie are the same as for the
vertloal tail used on the olroular fueelage diaouoeed in
previous papers of this stability-investigation series.

Spilt flapa, 20 peroent of the wing ohord and 60 per-
oent of the wing span, were made of.1/16-lnoh eteel. ~or
the high-wing and the midwing combinations, the flaps

— . .



were out to allow for the fuselage, and the gaps betweeti
the fueelage and the flaps were sealed. The flaps were
attached with suitable angle blocks at a deflection of
600.

TESTS

Ths test prooedure was similar to that used In pre-
viou8 investlgatlone (reference 2 and 3). Tests were
made of the model with and without the flape and with and
without the vertical tail for all wing posltlons. Al 1
combinations were tested at angles of attack from -10° to
20° with the model yawed -6°, Oo, and 5°. A yaw range of
-15° to 500 was investigated for eaoh combination at an
angle of attack 2° less than the angle of attaok for maxi-
mum lift at 0° yaw.

A dynamla pressure of 16.37 pounds per square foot,
which corresponds to a vslocity of 80 miles per hour under
etaadard conditions, wae maintained in all te8t8. The
Reynolde number based on a mean wing chord of 9.84 inches
was about 609,000. Based on a turbulence factor of 1.6
for the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel, the effeotive Reynolds
number was about 975,000.

RMSULTS

The data are given, in ~tandard nondimensional coef-
ficient form, with respect to the etability axes and the
center-of-gravity location shown in figure 1. The stabil-
ity axes are a ey~tem of axee in whioh the X axle is the
intersection of the plane of symmetry of the airplane
with a plane perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and
parallel to the relative wind direction, the Y axis is
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry, and the Z axis Is
In the plane of symmetry and perpendicular to the X axis.
The results of all former reports in this series were
given with respeot to the wind axes. Data taken from
these reports and presented herein have, therefore, been
oonverted to the stability axes. The stability axee are
used beoause, with the stability axes, rolling-moment
data are automatically oorreoted for untrimmed pitching
moments and are leso likely to lead to false aonolusions.
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The ooeffioSents for the fuselage alone &d” for-the “

fuselage with vertioal tall are tased on the wing’flimen-
eione. The ooefficiente aae defined ae follows: .,

CL lift o~efficient (L/qS)

CD drag ooeffioient (D/qS)

cm pitohlng-moment ooeffiolent (M/q=S)

Cy lateral-foroe o’oeffiaient (T/qS)

Cy ‘oroe ooeffldient against
$

slope of ourve of lateral-.
yaw (acy/a*)

cl rolling-moment coefficient (L/qbS)

c I* slope of ourve of rolling-moment aoefflcient against
yaw (acl/w)

Cn yawing-moment coeffiolent (E/qbS)

cx+ slope of curve of yawing-moment coefficient againtat
yaw (acn/aw

ii= ohange in partial derivatives oaused by wlng-
fueelage interference

A= ahange in vertical tall effeotivenese caueed by
vtng-fueelage Interference

where

L

D

.Y

M

M

q

v

lift, rolling moment

drag

lateral foroe

pitohing moment

yawing moment
.. . ..

. dynamio pieeeure (*pVa) “

tunnel air velooity.

.“”’
,.. . ...”
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P

s

b

z

and

air deneity “

wing area

wing span

average wing chord

angle of attaok corrected to free stream, degrees

wind-tunnel angle of attaok, degrees

angle of yaw, degrees

angle of flap defleotlon, degrees

angle of wing sweep, deg”rees

Lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients for the
various wing-fuselage arrangements are presented in fig-
ure 2. The values of a and CD shown in thie figure

were corrected to free air, but in all subsequent figures
no corrections to a’ were made. The lateral-stability
derivatives of oomponent parts of the model appear in “
figure 3.

The increments of partial derivatives with respect
to the angle of yaw of rolling-moment, yawing-moment, and
lateral-force coefficients due to wing-fuselage interfer-
ence Al and due to wing-fuselage Interference on the

.

vertical tail Aa are shown in figuree 4 to 9. The In- .
crement Al Is the difference between the slope.for the
wing-fuselage combination without the tail and the sum of
the slopes for the wing and the fuselage, each tested
separately. Thus, Al is the change in CIWS cn~, and

cY@ caused by wing-fusslage interference for the model

without the tail. The increment Aa Is the difference
between the slope produced by the vertical tall with the
wing present and the slope produced by the vertical tal+
with the wing absent. The increment Aa 1s, therefore,
the change In effectiveness of the vertical tail caused
by the addition of the wing to the fuselage. If, for ex-
ample, the value of C

‘v
for the complete model Is de-

sired, the following equation may be used:
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.Cw = (##wing) + OaW(fuselage and tail) + Al OnW + Aa CnW

Yaluee *f O ~ and CYW for the oomplete model may be

obtain~ in a elmilar manner.
. .

The values of aj s ‘n~t
*

~a 0=
t

.Ueed to oompute

A= and Aa were obtatned from teats at -6° and 5° yaw
by assuming a etratgh%-llne variation between those
points. This assumption hs8 b@em shown In reference-l to

be valid exoept at h- ~~lea of attaok. Tailed aymbole
on the curves of fi~ $ $@ Q were obtained from elopes
meaeured from curves *n fs~~se 30 to 13.

!l!helateral-etabllity oharaateriatice of the oompo-
nent parts of the model at high angles of yaw are given

in figure 10 and the oharaoteristics for the various oom-
binatlons with and without the vertioal tall at high
angles of yaw are shown in figuree 11 to 13.

DISCUSSIOIJ

General Oomments

The lift, the drag, and the pitching-moment coeffi-
cients of the several model combinations are shown In
figure 2. As 1s to be expected, the high-wing oombina-
tlone are more stable in pltoh than the low-wing combina-
tions. Inaemuch as the tests were made without wing
fillets, the data for the low-wing oomblnations show the
effect of the burble at the wing-fuselage Juncture. (See
referenoe 3.)

Lateral StabilitV at Small Angles of Yaw

“ Component parts.- The wing-alone data given oq fig- .
ure 3 were taken from referenoe 7 and oonverted to the
stability axes. The data of figure 3 show that the wing
alone with flaps defleoted is less stable in roll than
with flaps neutral, The data of referenoe 7 show a re-
verse relationship. The difference Is oaueed by the faot
that the remits of reference 7 werb not oorraoted for
the oomponent of pitohing.moment, whioh was negligible
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for flapk neutral but appreciable for flaps deflected.
Lateral foroe of the wing alone with respeot to the sta-
bility axis is found to be small with flaps either neutral
or defleated. When the moments of the wing alone are com-
puted about points above and below the wing to repiesent
the center-of-gravity position for high- and low-wing
monoplanes, it wae found, as is shown In figure 3, that
the change In lateral-stability characteristloe iq very.
small.

The fuselage data are also given In figure 3 and””are
converted ‘from data of reference 1 to the etabllity akea
and oorrected for the wing area ueed In this paper. B o%h
fuselages give substantially eimilar results. The-cir-
cular fuselage, however, is seen to be slightly less un-
stable in yaw than the wedge-rear fus%l-age. Thie re.eul$
is in agreement with the da%a of reference 4 for emall.m
angles of yaw. The vertiual tatl 1s more effeotlve in
producing yawing moment in combination with the wedge.-:
rear fuselage.

Win~-fueelage interference.- In general, the inter’

ference with the wedge-rear fuselage wae very eimllar to
the interference with the circular. fueelage. There are,
however, oertain small differences, whioh it might be
well to point out.

The increment “A@a* Jfig. ” 4) for flap neutral ia

greater. for the circular fueelage over most of the angl.e-
of-attack -range. 170r flape”def160ted ”th6 oppoeite IS “
true for the high wing and, over a small angle-of-attaok
range, for the 10V wing. ..Ei.gure ‘4 #howe the tendency for
the flaps ta increase A.iC a

w
mare “when added to the

wedge-rear-fueelage combination than when added to the
circular-fuselage combination. The effeot of the burble
a few degrees before oomple%e.stall is clearly shown by
the abrupt change in the ourve for WI* for flap neu-

tral. For flaps deflected, the Inarble occurs too cloee
to the complete stall to. show ”cleetrly t.n the curves,-but
it Is probably responsible for th~ fact that the stall
occur~ .2° aarl~er for the low wing. . “ “

..’.
With flapm aeut~al the Increment IAiCl * (fig. 5)

. ... ..
ia morp $tabil$slng” fo~”the.~bodge=rear fuselage for all
three wing p“ositlons’ exobpt for the mldwing oombinatlon

. .
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... . at angles” of attaok above 10° where .the...incrmentntis about
the same. The result Is the same for the oondition with
the flap deflected exoept that, at angles of attkak above
100, the interference for the circular fuselage beoomes “
more stabilizing.

The inarement ~ 1OY* (fig. 6) Is ab?ut the same for

either fuselage, although it shows greater variation with
angle of attaak for the wedge-rear fueelage,

Effeot of wing -fuselage interference on vertloal

u. - The increment ~F~ * (fig. 7) is rather small and

erratic, as might be expsoted. The difference between
the inorem=nts for the two fuselaCe shapes Is much greater
with the flap neutral than with the flap deflected.

The Increment AaCn ~ (fig. 8) 1s, In general, more

stablllzlng for the circular fuselage than for the wedge-
rear fu6elage. The difference between the values of
AaCn$ for the two fuselages Is most marked when the wing

is in the low position. Flap deflection also Inoreasee
the difference.

The lateral force Inarement AaOy@ Is about the

same for both fuselages for the low-wing arrangement.
With the midwlng combination, the wedge-rear fuselage has
a more positive AaCy@, and with the wing In the high

position, a much more positive (less negative] AaCyq.

Lateral Stability at Large Angles of Yaw

Component parts.- Rolling-moment ooefflcients (fig.

10(a)) due to the fuselbge and to the fuselage with tall
are small, as would be expeoted. Yawing moments (fig.
10(b)) of the fuselages alone at low angles of yaw are
nearly the came. At high angles of yaw, the circular
fuselage is more unstable. With the tall on, the range
tested for the ciroular fuselage is too small to deter-
mine the difference at high angles of yaw but at low
values of yaw the two fuselages are about the same. Lat-
eral foroe (fig. 1O(O)) for the fuselage alone is higher
for the wedge-rear fuselage at high values of ~. This
oondition is In agreement with the inore stable yawing
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moments of the wedge-rear fueelage in this range. As the
angle of attaok is Increaeed, the wedge-rear fuselage de-
velops leeta lateral force and beaomes more unstable at
large angles of yaw.

Tha complete nodel.- The plots of rolling-moment

coefficients (figs. ll(fl), (b), (c); (d)) show again the
favorable Interference for the high-wing combination and
unfavorable Interference for the low-wing combination
except for the low-wing oombinetion with the flaps xleu-
tral. As may be seen In figure 4, this combination was

tetsted at a greater angle of attack than the angle of
attack at which the burble at the wtng-fueelage Juncture
occurs. Because of the burble, the interference ie as
favorable for the low-wing combination as for the high-
wing combination at sn?all englee of yaw. The decrease in
effective dihedral of the low-wing combination at large
anglem of yaw may be due to the tendency of the air flow
to revert to the flow oonditioa before the burble. This
decrease 1“s not caused by the stalling of one wing tip,
beoauee the lift decreased more rapidly with yaw for the
high-wing combination, which did not exhibit the marked
reductton in slope of the rolling-moment-coefficient
curve shown by the low-wing combination. With flaps de-
fleoted, the low-wing combination has negative effective
dihedral, as would be exgected from the interference
plots.

A comparison of the yawing-moment coefficients pro-
duced by the wedge-rear-fueelage model and the ciraular-
fuselage model Is made in figure 12. The otrcular-
fuselage model had a wing with an angle of sweep of 14°.
Data for this comhlnatlon are given because it was the
only oiroular-fuselage combination tested at an angle Of
raw above 16°. Unpublished data have shown that the ef-
fect of sweep on yawing moment is small and should there-
fore not materially influence the comparison.

“ With the flaps neutral (fig. 12(a)), the wedge-rear
fuselage is more stable up to about 22° yaw, although the
difference in sweep of the wings tends to favor the
ciraular-fuselage oombinatlon slightly. Beyond an angle
of yaw of 22° there is not mqoh difference between the
two fuselage combinations. The stability of the wedge-
rear combinations at large angles of yaw Is not 80 great
as would be expetated from a comparison of the test results “
of the two fuselages alone. When the flaps are defleoted
(fig. 12(b)), the wedge-rear fuselage with the high-wing
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.
c’o’mbinat_iozishows greater etabill”ty than tlie-6ircula-r

-----

fuselage, hut with the low-wing combination both fuselages
hare about the came stability. The effeot of flap deflec-
tion 1s probably greater than the effect of fuselage shape.

g

A
The lateral-.foree-ooeffioient ourves (fig. 13) are

quite regular. I’or flaps neutral there is no consistent
difference between the two fuselage oomblnations. The
defleatlon of flaps increases the lateral-forae coefficient
developed by the low-wing combination but does not mate-
rially ohange the characterlstios of the high-wing combina-
tion.

CONCLUSIONS

B’or small angles of yaw there was very little differ-
ence between the lateral-atabilit~ chnracterietics of the
wedge-rear fu8elage and those of the circular fu~elage.
flome of the small dlfferencem were as follows:

1. The Increments of rolling-moment coefficient due
to wing-fuselage interference for flaps neutral were
greater for the circuler fuselage, that is, were more
stabilizing for the high-wing combination and more desta-
bilizing for the low-wing combination.

2. With flaps deflected the increment of rolling
moment due to wing-fuselage interference was more stabi-
lizing for the wedge-rear fueelage for all model config-
urations.

3. The increment of yawing-moment coefficient due
to wing-fuselage Interference was more stabilizing for
the wedge-rear-fuselage combination.

4. The effect of wing-fuselage Interference on the
vertical tall tended to make the elraular-fuselage aombl-
nation more stable directionally than the wedge-rear-
fueelage combination regardless of wing position or flap
deflection.
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At large angles of YBV, the wedge-rear fueelage
alone wae more stable dlreotionally than the oircular
fueelage but, in combination with the wing and the verti-
cal tail, there vae very little difference between the

-. yawing-aoment ooefficlent8 of the two fuselage combina-
tions.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics,

Langley Yield, Ta,
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